Alterations of neuronal connectivity in area CA1 of hippocampal slices from temporal lobe epilepsy patients and from pilocarpine-treated epileptic rats.
Neuronal network reorganization might be involved in epileptogenesis in human and rat limbic epilepsy. Apart from aberrant mossy fiber sprouting, a more widespread fiber rearrangement in the hippocampal formation might occur. Therefore, we studied sprouting in area CA1 because this region is most affected in human temporal lobe epilepsy. In slices from hippocampi of patients operated on for temporal lobe epilepsy (n = 134), from pilocarpine-treated rats (n = 74), and from control rats (n = 15), viable neurons were labeled with fluorescent dextran amines. In human hippocampi as well as in pilocarpine-treated rats, the degree of nerve cell loss varied. In 67 of 134 slices from human specimens with distinct Ammon's horn sclerosis and in 23 of 74 slices from pilocarpine-treated rats, a severe shrunken area CA1 presented with a similar picture: few damaged neurons were labeled, and aberrant fiber connections were not visible. This was in contrast to human resected hippocampi and hippocampi from pilocarpine-treated rats with no or moderate loss of neurons. In these cases, pyramidal cells remote from the injection site were labeled (human tissue, n = 59 of 134; pilocarpine-treated rats, n = 39 of 74). In human resected hippocampi without obvious pathology and in control animals, no pyramidal neurons were labeled apart from the injection site. Axon collaterals of CA1 pyramidal cells are increased in human temporal lobe epilepsy and in pilocarpine-treated rats. Adjacent CA1 pyramidal cells project via aberrant collaterals to the stratum pyramidale and the stratum radiatum of area CA1. This network reorganization can contribute to hyperexcitability via increased backward excitation.